
Skull King: Legendary Expansion introduces several new and rousing 
elements to an already strategic game. Think of these added rules as a 
menu of options for you to choose from. You can adopt all of the new 
rules, or just one or two. You’re the captain of this adventure! 

All of the new cards in the expansion are special cards. As such, they 
don’t follow the rules governing numbered cards and can be played 
on any turn, even when you have a card from the suit in play in your 
hand.

Mermaids (2): The two Mermaids, Sirena and 
Alyra, are the only beings crafty enough to 
capture the Skull King. 

A Mermaid beats all numbered cards, including 
the Jolly Roger suit, but loses to all Pirates, except the Skull King. A 
Mermaid played in the same trick as the Skull King always wins the 
trick, even if another Pirate is played. 

A bonus of 50 points is awarded to the player who captures the Skull 
King with a Mermaid, but only if you get your bid correct for the round.

Captain’s Log: If two Mermaids are played in the same trick, the first one 
wins. If a Mermaid is the first card played in a trick, there is no suit to 
follow (just like when a Pirate card leads out).

Loot cards (2): Loot cards are a unique type of Escape card. 
The person who plays a loot card enters into an alliance with 
the player who captures it. If both get their bid correct, they 
are each awarded 20 bonus points. If a loot card is the first 
card played, the next card sets suit.

Kraken (1): When the mighty and ferocious Kraken is played, 
the current trick is destroyed entirely. 

No one wins the trick and the cards are set aside. The next 
trick is led by the player who would have won the trick had the 
Kraken not been played.

Captain’s Log: It the Kraken leads out, suit is set by the next card played. 
If it is played after the suit is set, subsequent players must still play a card 
that follows suit.

Replacement Cards (3): The replacement cards can be 
employed in a variety of ways. You can use them to replace lost 
or damaged cards, to create additional copies of your favorite 
cards, or to make your own custom cards for house rules. You 
can even make your own Pirate card!

In Skull King: Legendary Expansion all the Pirates, not just the Tigress 
and the Skull King, have their own unique ability. To unlock a Pirate’s 
ability, you must play, and win a trick with it. The ability is then used 
immediately following the conclusion of the trick. 

Captain’s Log: Abilities do not carry over from one round to the next. 
Capturing another player’s Pirate does not earn you their ability. Only 
Harry and the Rascal’s abilities may be used in the final trick of a round.

Rosie D’ Laney: A galley chef whose temper is as hot as her 
stew, Rosie is feared by all. Her power allows you to choose 
any player to lead out the next trick, including yourself. 

Bahij the Bandit: A smuggler from the far east, Bahij is 
always looking for a good trade. Bahij’s ability lets you 
draw 2 cards and then discard any 2 cards (which may 
include those just drawn) face down beside the deck.

Rascal of Roatan: The Rascal is a notorious gambler (with 
suspiciously good luck). His power permits you to wager 
10 or 20 points, if you’d like. Get your bid right and you’ll 
win that amount as bonus points. However, if you’re wrong 
you’ll lose that many points instead.

Juanita Jade: A renowned fortune teller, Juanita can see 
the future. After capturing a trick with Juanita you may look 
through all the cards that were not dealt that round. No 
sharing what you see and don’t take too long!         
    
Harry the Giant: A giant feared by all for his size and 
strength, no one complains when Harry cheats (which 
really annoys the Rascal). Harry’s ability allows you to 
change your bid by +1 or -1, if you so choose.

In Skull King: Legendary Expansion you are free to 
modify how many cards are dealt per round and 
the number of rounds played in a game.

You can also choose to just play with the 
standard 10 rounds. Like all the new rules in 
the Legendary Expansion, it’s your call.

Here are a few suggestions, but you can make up your own too! 

Even Keeled: Two rounds each of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 cards per hand.
Skip to the Brawl: One round each of 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 cards per hand.  
Swift-n-Salty Skirmish: Five rounds, 5 cards per hand. 
Broadside Barrage: Ten rounds, 10 cards per hand. 
Whirlpool: Two rounds each of 9, 7, 5, 3, and 1. 
Past Yer Bedtime: One round, 1 card per hand, plus a goodnight hug.

After you decide how many cards you’ll deal each round, record 
them in the ovals on the left side of the score sheet under the
round numbers.

Sometimes when you set out on a journey at sea you come 
across situations you don’t know how to handle. If you were to 
read the rules carefully, you’d find the way to handle each of these 
situations, but we’ll save you some time and address each one here. 

Winning a trick with the Loot Card: If you were to lead out a 
trick with a Loot card and all subsequent competitors played an 
Escape, you would win the trick. No alliance is formed, but 
if you get your bid right you’ll still earn a 20-point bonus. 

Leading with Kraken followed by all Escape Cards: Just like the 
situation above, if you lead out with a Kraken, and the rest of 
the players lay down Escape cards, you would be the person 
who would have won the trick had it not been destroyed. As 
such, you will lead out the next trick. 

Winning the last trick of a round with Juanita, Rosie, or Bahij: 
Pirate abilities don’t carry from one round to the next. If you 
win the last trick of a round with Juanita, Rosie, or Bahij, tough 
biscuits, your power is worthless. Pro tip: avoid 
waiting until the last trick to play these three 
Pirates if you want to take advantage 
of their ability.

Welcome mates, this is yer Captain, 
Grandpa Beck. Afore ye approach these 

uncharted waters, turn back and learn the 
rules of the original game. Once ye have 
a grasp of the basic play, return here to 

learn the additional rules of the most 
cunning pirate game that thar be, 
Skull King: Legendary Expansion.
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Like this game?
WE HAVE MORE!

Grandpa Beck’s Games® is a family business run by Grandma Beck and myself, 
Grandpa Beck. We also rely on the help of our amazing illustrator Apryl Stott, 
our five adult children, their spouses, and our fourteen grandkids (and counting).

Without a marketing department to help us with advertising, we count on you, our 
loyal fans, to spread the word of our games. The best way you can do this is by 
sharing them with your friends and family. Most people who try our games end up 
wanting a copy for their own family!

We also greatly appreciate fun and helpful reviews on Amazon. We look for new 
reviews every day! Your stories about enjoying time together as a family while 
playing our games motivate us to continue to produce fun and exciting products 
that will bring you, and those you love, together. 

If you have a question, or any sort of issue, then please, don’t hesitate to contact 
us. We always respond, and will do our best to make 
you happy!

    Wishing you a joyful and exciting 
           evening around your kitchen table.

2 ½ cup flour
½ t. salt
1 cup butter flavored 
shortening
½ cup cold water
1 T. apple cider vinegar
1 egg, beaten

Crust: Stir flour and salt together. Cut in shortening, leaving it 
chunky. Whisk cold water, vinegar, and egg together. Gradually pour 
into flour and mix using hands until a dough forms. Do not overmix. 
Form into 2 disks, cover in plastic wrap, and refrigerate for at least 1 
hour.

Filling: Place a strainer in a large bowl. Put frozen blackberries in the 
strainer and defrost. In saucepan, whisk together 1 1/3 cup of drained 
berry juice, sugar, and cornstarch. Stirring, cook until bubbling and 
thick. Add lemon juice and cook 1 more minute. Remove from heat 
and add the Koolaid. Cool. Fold in the berries. 

Roll one crust on floured surface, then lay it in a pie pan. Add filling. 
Roll out other crust: cut strips with pizza cutter for lattice top OR lay 
whole crust on top and cut slits. Crimp edges. Brush top with milk and 
sprinkle with coarse sugar. Bake at 400˚F for 20 minutes, then reduce 
to 350˚F for 30-40 minutes until golden brown.

Artwork and Design by:   

Grandpa Beck’s Skull KingTM, Grandpa Beck’s Games® All Rights Reserved. © 2018  

By Grandma Beck’s daughter, Loni
BLACKBERRY PIE

  As ye can see, thar be loads of new schemes to 
explore and conquer in the broadened world of   
   Skull King: Legendary Expansion. 

Mind that ye don’t fall in love with a Mermaid, 
always be on the lookout for the fearsome 

Kraken, and remember, never agree
to play a game o’ chance
with Harry or that 
cheatin’ Rascal! 

What are ye 
waitin’ fer? It’s 
time to get Kraken!
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CARD HIERARCHY
Beat

Grandpa Beck’s Golf®

A charming casual card game with a great balance 
of luck and strategy. Players endeavor to end the 
round with the lowest score possible by collecting 
negative value cards, like birdies and eagles, or sets 
of three positive value cards such as the double 
bogey. Just like in the real game of golf, the lowest 
score wins! Simple rules and a relaxed pace make 
this a great game for kids and adults alike. 

For 2-5 players ages 7+.

The Bears and the BeesTM

Our newest game!  Compete to link honeycomb 
shaped cards to the growing hive. The more sides 
you match, the greater the payoff. Special cards 
help earn extra plays and deliver stings to your 
rivals. Just be careful to avoid those pesky honey-
grubbin’ bears!

Delightful to Look At - Enticing to Play.
Part Puzzle - Part Contest - Full of Excitement! 
For 2-6 players ages 8+.

Cover Your Assets®  
Battle to become the first millionaire in Cover Your 
Assets® by building a stack of matching pairs of 
asset cards. Be careful though—your top set of 
assets can be stolen by other players if they hold a 
matching card. Cover Your Assets® in your stack by 
adding pairs to the top, or use your cards to make a 
play to steal the assets of others!

Fast-paced, competitive, and more than a little 
addicting; Cover Your Assets will bring smiles and 
laughter to every group that plays it. Best with 4-6 
players ages 7+.

Nuts about Mutts®

A hand-elimination game with two ways to play!  
In the basic game, you only play cards on your 
turn. The speed game employs strategy and 
requires close attention. You can now match or 
run numbered cards even when it is not your turn.  
Play then skips past other players and resumes.  A 
challenging and competitive game for kids that is 
also great fun for adults.

For 3-8 players, Basic game ages 5+, 
Advanced Speed Game ages 8+

Kraken
Destroys Everything

A.K.A. Skull King

2 lbs frozen blackberries
1 cup sugar 
¼ cup + 1 T. cornstarch
½ t. berry-flavored Koolaid
whole milk
coarse sugar


